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Having achieved its half-century this well-established series has for volume 5 1 embraced topics which might 
well have characterised its pages before the expansion of the title to include developments in molecular biology. 
Although such a choice of reviews may seem to slight the current ferment of activity in gene structure and manip- 
ulation it could also please those who believe that other areas of biochemistry might possibly be of significance 
and importance. One such area is the biochemistry of the immune system and it is therefore timely for considera- 
tion to be given to the relationship between deficiences of enzymes of purine metabolism and loss of immune 
function. The link between severe combined immunodeficiency and an absence of adenosine deaminase is perhaps 
the most striking example of this relationship. The review by Thompson and Seegmiller provides a comprehensive 
treatment of the mechanisms by which accumulation of adenosine or deoxyadenosine might suppress the immune 
response and in doing so also demonstrate the complexity of the purine salvage pathways. The brief consideration 
which is also given to the effect on the immune system of deficiencies of other enzymes of purine metabolism is 
sufficient to indicate the existence of further fruitful areas for investigation. 
Classical enzymology is represented by Zelda Rose’s very comprehensive review of the structure and mechanism 
of action of phosphoglycerate mutase and bisphosphoglycerate synthase, the two enzymes which collectively are 
responsible for formation and removal of 2,3-diphosphoglycerate, as well as for the glycolytic interconversion of 
2- and 3-diphosphoglycerate. This article has however no discussion of the metabolic role of 2,3-diphosphoglycer- 
ate or, except by implication, of the mechanisms responsible for regulation of the level of this metabolite and 
should therefore be read in conjunction with Chiba and Sasaki’s review of these latter aspects in Current Topics in 
Cellular Regulation. 
The third article which I found of particular interest was the analysis of the energetics of coupled vectorial pro- 
cesses by Jencks. This is a difficult subject for many biochemists but one of increasing importance as it is reahd how 
widely vectorial processes are implicated in biological systems. For example, modulation of intracellular cation 
levels by such processes is critically important to regulation of cellular responsiveness. The importance of such 
processes clearly therefore extends beyond the more familiar ground of muscular contraction and mitochondrial 
ATP synthesis. Since the approach employed by Jencks makes use of simple concepts and clear illustrative schema it 
should provide an introduction to this area for those (like myself) who find the more mathematical articles less 
than readily comprehensible. 
The volume is completed by two articles which cater more for the molecular enzymologist. Further develop- 
ments in cryoenzymology, focussing especially on mixed solvent systems, are described by Douzou while Bray 
examines the biochemistry of molybdenum with especial reference to the elusive molybdenum cofactor. Both 
these articles are specialist in nature but will clearly be of importance to workers involved in the particular fields. 
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